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The Connecticut River
In 1824, a group of prominent Hartford
businessmen formed the Connecticut River
Company to construct a canal that would
bypass the treacherous rapids of Enfield
Falls and extend navigation along the
Connecticut River. Soon boats were a frequent
sight in the village of Windsor Locks, named
after the locks of the canal that ran
alongside Main Street. Mills also sprang up
in the area, utilizing the canals water to
power their manufacturing operations. Today
the canal has taken on a more historical,
ecological, and recreational significance.
Home to diverse plant and animal species, it
is an excellent place to enjoy sweeping views
of the Connecticut River and to see the
factories that played a big part in the
regions history.

Water Trails of Western Massachusetts
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In this completely
updated and revised
edition of AMC s River Guide: Maine, paddlers
of all ability levels will find the
comprehensive, straightforward information
they need to experience everything from
rivers to whitewater."

The Connecticut River Guide
Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, and
Connecticut." --Book Jacket.

Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire
Updated with the latest and most
authoritative information, this cruising
guide to the North Atlantic coast of the
U.S.--as well as the Hudson River, Long
Island Sound, and the New Brunswick
coast--serves up valuable information on
weather, tides, geography, geology, fog,
marine animals, historical sites, and many
other important topics.

Explorer's Guide Vermont
Book with bound-in CD-ROM. In-depth consumeroriented reports on recreational marine
facilities Long Island Sound and environs -from Block Island, Rhode Island to Cape May,
New Jersey - including the Connecticut River,
New York Harbor and the New Jersey Shore.
Ojective, independent reviews and ratings on
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marinas. A full page is devoted to
each facility and includes a photograph and
up to 350 items of information - services,
rates, boatyard services, and recreational
facilities. Plus what?s nearby including
restaurants, accommodations, entertainment,
provisioning resources, general services,
transportation, and medical aids ? and all
available rates. A three-paragraph review
expands on the listing and highlights other
points of interest. The interactive,
searchable CD-ROM includes over 1600 fullcolor photographs and permits searches on
over 100 fields.

The Sierra Club Guide to the Natural
Areas of New England
These 32 nature tours highlight the wildlife
plants and landforms of this vibrant region
Many tours include a Boot Print that
describes a scenic hiking trail or nature
walk near the featured waterway

Devil's Den to Linkingwater
The traveler's guide to western New
England and the Connecticut River
Valley
Paddle from Enfield Rapids to Long Island
Sound and travel down one of America's most
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famous waterways,
the Connecticut River. Its
calm waters conceal an unruly past, where
native tribes lost ground to Dutch and
English colonists who vied for the river's
immense economic power. The skyline of
Hartford looms on the western shore, with the
gold dome of the capitol as a remnant of this
robust economy centered on world trade. Many
have found a deep inspiration along the
river, including Lady Fenwick, a local
legend; David Bushnell, creator of the first
American submarine; and even Albert Einstein,
who contemplated the cosmos while relaxing on
the riverbanks. Author Wick Griswold takes
readers on a provocative journey as he traces
the history of the Connecticut River.

The Random House Guide to Natural Areas
of the Eastern United States
Devil's Den to Lickingwater tells the
multifaceted tale of the Mill River in
Western Massachusetts, from its emergence
after the glaciers 20,000 years ago to the
present. This is in fact the story of New
England, and indeed much of America, as told
by environmental historian John Sinton (coauthor of Water, Earth and Fire: The New
Jersey Pine Barrens and The Connecticut River
Boating Guide). Little escapes Sinton's
voracious historical appetite - the creation
of the landscape, the disappearance and
reappearance of native fish and animals, the
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Mill River
as a Native American crossroads,
the contrast between English and Native ways
of managing the land, the transformations
wrought by war, floods and industrial
disasters, the extraordinary role of the Mill
River in the U.S. Industrial Revolution, the
exceptional personalities, from Sachem
Umanchala to Calvin Coolidge. All this is
told through the arc of the Mill River's
history-beloved, abused, diverted, and
ultimately reclaimed as an integral part of
the landscape.

A Cruising Guide to New Jersey Waters
New Age
A guide to more than 22,000 national and
international organizations, including:
trade, business, and commercial;
environmental and agricultural; legal,
governmental, public administration, and
military; engineering, technological, and
natural and social sciences; educational;
cultural; social welfare; health and medical;
public affairs; fraternal, nationality, and
ethnic; religious; veterans', hereditary, and
patriotic; hobby and avocational; athletic
and sports; labor unions, associations, and
federations; chambers of commerce and trade
and tourism; Greek letter and related
organizations; and fan clubs.
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Checklist
of State Publications
Champion paddler Bruce Lessels details more
than 90 classic whitewater runs from New
England to New York, with route descriptions,
charts, put-in directions, degrees of
difficulty, and more.

Classic Northeastern Whitewater Guide
This book is the first user-friendly regional
guide devoted to ants—the “little things that
run the world.” Lavishly illustrated with
more than 500 line drawings, 300-plus
photographs, and regional distribution maps
as composite illustrations for every species,
this guide will introduce amateur and
professional naturalists and biologists,
teachers and students, and environmental
managers and pest-control professionals to
more than 140 ant species found in the
northeastern United States and eastern
Canada. The detailed drawings and species
descriptions, together with the highmagnification photographs, will allow anyone
to identify and learn about ants and their
diversity, ecology, life histories, and
beauty. In addition, the book includes
sections on collecting ants, ant ecology and
evolution, natural history, and patterns of
geographic distribution and diversity to help
readers gain a greater understanding and
appreciation of ants.
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Kayak Eastern
The authoritative guide to the Connecticut
River for boaters, canoeists, and kayakers.

A History of the Connecticut River
Surveys the parks, campgrounds, inns, motels,
restaurants, stores, sports, cultural
activities, special events, and historic
villages in Vermont.

Embassy's Complete Boating Guides to
Rhode Island and Massachusetts Block
Island to Marblehead
The Essential Guide to Viewing New England
Wildlife

Two Coots in a Canoe
This concise guide, written by Registered
Maine Guide and inveterate paddler Michael
Daugherty, features 50 of the best sea
kayaking adventures along the New England
coast, from Connecticut to Maine. From Maine
s Bold Coast south to the mouth of the
Connecticut River, these are trips that can
be done in a day or turned into an overnight.
For beginner to intermediate kayakers looking
to explore a storied coast, this guide
highlights the best trips in Connecticut,
Rhode Island, Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
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and Maine.
The book includes day trips not
far from large northeastern cities, from New
York City to Portland. Each of the trips
features a full description and map of the
route, plus bullets on distance and time,
where to launch, tide and currents, plan B
routes, and nearby attractions. An at-aglance trip planner and a selection of nature
and history essays round out the offerings in
this essential sea kayaker s guidebook. Also
Available Quiet Water Maine, 2e 1-929173-65-2
Quiet Water Massachusetts, Connecticut, and
Rhode Island, 3e 978-1-62842-000-5"

The Connecticut River from the Air
Discover more than 90 scenic destinations Z99
this updated and expanded edition of our
popular guide

Complete Boating Guide to the
Connecticut River
With this book in hand, boaters can cruise
down the Jersey Shore--from New York Harbor
to Delaware Bay--in the good company of
Captain Donald Launer. Captain Launer brings
many years of experience as a skipper of
small boats to this engaging nautical and
historical guide to New Jersey's tidal
waters. Cruise with him from the New
Jersey/New York state line near the mouth of
the Hudson River, past Raritan Bay and Sandy
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into the Manasquan Inlet. From
there, he gives you a choice of voyages: the
inside route through the Intracoastal
Waterway to Toms River, Barnegat Bay,
Atlantic City, and Cape May, or taking the
offshore passage. Then you explore the
Delaware Bay and its tributaries and cruise
up the Delaware River to Trenton. This
revised edition contains updated information
about onshore facilities, marinas,
restaurants, stores, sites of interest,
docking fees, bridge heights, maritime
service stations, weather, navigation, and
safety, as well as post-September 11
regulations in the waters around New York
City. The book also includes a wealth of
photographs and sea charts. Donald Launer,
who holds a U.S. Coast Guard captain's
license, has explored the New Jersey waters
in every kind of small craft since he first
sailed in Barnegat Bay at the age of eight.
His articles on recreational boating have
appeared in Good Old Boat Magazine, Cruising
World, The Beachcomber, Offshore, and Sail.
He berths his schooner, Delphinus, in Forked
River, New Jersey.

River Days
"A murder mystery in a small town raises
suspicions when a member of a well-regarded
family in the community is implicated"-Page 10/21
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The Wildlife
A journey of whim, humor, and self-discovery
along the Connecticut River When retired CEO
Ramsay Peard, 61, called his old friend David
Morine, 59, and asked the longtime
conservationist if he wanted to canoe the
Connecticut River, Morine said he’d do it
under one condition: no camping. “We’ll rely
on the kindness of strangers.” And that’s
what they did. Mooching their way down the
river and staying with strangers every night,
Morine and Peard got an inside look at such
issues as the demise of farming, the loss of
manufacturing, gay rights, and Wal-Mart
versus Main Street, and they were able to
delve deep into the lives of complete
strangers. But Morine soon realized the one
life he never dug into was Peard’s. After
spending a month with him in a canoe, he had
no idea that his friend’s innermost thoughts
had taken a fateful course. Written in the
tradition of Bill Bryson’s A Walk in the
Woods,this book will be treasured by
conservationists, canoeists, and old friends
still seeking a thrill. Everyone else will be
delightfully entertained.

Paddling Connecticut and Rhode Island
Michael Tougias weaves a rich narrative of
history fishing lore and natural history that
celebrates this American Heritage River
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Handbook
The photographs in The Connecticut River
follow this major waterway for 410 miles,
from its origin near the Canadian border to
its wide mouth on Long Island Sound, giving
us a vivid portrait of a living artery of the
New England landscape. Author and
photographer Al Braden opens the book with an
essay introducing important aspects of the
river, and then presents 136 full-page color
photos, ranging from close-ups to dramatic
aerials, to reveal the river as few people
are privileged to experience it. Readers will
see and learn about the landscape, history,
development, conservation, geologic
formations, wildlife, flora, and, of course,
the moods of the water, sky, and riverbank.
Informative captions provide a wealth of
information about the images, from pristine
misted mornings to rich valley farmlands and
modern hydroelectric turbines. Together, the
images and text provide a poignant look at
the river and document its centrality to the
development of the unique character of New
Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, and
Connecticut. Includes select bibliography and
list of resources.

New England '96
AMC River Guide: Maine
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Anthony Bailey was a staff writer for The New
Yorker for 35 years and is the author of 18
books, including The Inside Passage.

The Cruising Guide to the New England
Coast
A comprehensive listing of conservation and
environmental organisations, this reference
provides information on nearly 4000
government agencies, nongovernmental
organisations and colleges and universities
as well as more than 18,000 officials
concerned with environmental conservation.

AMC S Best Sea Kayaking in New England:
50 of the Best Coastal Paddling
Adventures from Connecticut to Maine
Offers tips on shopping, skiing, activities,
and sightseeing in the northern New England
states and recommends accommodations and
restaurants

Conservation Directory 2005-2006
Quiet Water New Hampshire and Vermont
The Connecticut Shore's attractions extend
far beyond its beaches, as you'll discover in
this ultimate reference to the state's
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coastal communities.
Heavily urbanized in
some parts and pristinely rural in others,
the Connecticut shoreline includes worldfamous universities and museums as well as
fishing villages and lighthouses. This book
introduces you to them all! Use this book and
you'll discover such hidden treasures as
renowned seafood restaurants, from clam
shacks to elegant oceanside inns; the most
beautiful beaches; the best parks and nature
preserves; great places for antiquing and
shopping; campgrounds, cottage rentals, and
seaside inns; museums and historic houses
that reflect Connecticut's seafaring past;
boating excursions, from kayaking and
yachting to fishing charters and eco-cruises;
public boat launches; and carousels,
amusement areas, and places for family fun.
Guide to the Connecticut Shore reveals the
best places to visit, eat, and stay in 29
shoreline communities. For each city, town,
and village, you get the lowdown on major as
well as little-known attractions and you hear
about local history and lore. Five special
indexes direct you to seafood restaurants,
museums, parks, beaches, and boating
excursions.

The Connecticut River
The Coast of Summer
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Guide to the Ants of New
England
Lists the best spots for camping, hiking,
canoeing, fishing, skiing, swimming, nature
study

Connecticut Digest of Administrative
Reports to the Governor
RECREATION KAYAKING GUIDE TO EASTERN
CONNECTICUT. This book includes over 70
Eastern CT paddling destinations, including
coastal access, rivers, lakes, ponds,
islands, and even river camping in Eastern
Connecticut. Each entry includes a brief
description, launch info, date last paddled,
and a site review as experienced by the
author. This is packed with information not
found in traditional guides! Unlike some
other New England paddling guides, the reader
will never out grow this paddling guide book.
Even a beginner will quickly outgrow the need
for 100 easy, calm, quiet, non-challenging
locations. Beginners won't necessarily be
looking to jump into rapids; but, they will
quickly begin to consider a river that is
primarily calm and quiet with just a few
sections of slightly faster water; something
just slightly more challenging and self-full
filling without getting in over their head so
to speak! Whether you're a beginner or a
seasoned paddler, this book has something for
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As a beginner gains strength and
confidence, they will also want to explore
and paddle longer distances. They will begin
to enjoy the twisting turning rivers as they
unfold and will find themselves less
satisfied with lakes and ponds. They will
start to look forward to seeing the next bird
or animal around the next turn and enjoy the
first Sun Dog they see in a tidal cove.
Everything great in life is progressive; it
never stops and stands still. As you grow in
your strength and knowledge as a paddler,
your experiences need to grow as well or
you'll become bored and your kayak will sit
on a shelf in your garage more than you will
bring it to the water. Lou has a penchant for
exploring new places and she loves to explore
even the smallest details of the even the
biggest places. She will NEVER go out into
the middle of a pond, spin around, and say OK
I was here, now I'll write about it because
this goes against her natural way of viewing
life. Lou is a traveler and an explorer. She
gives readers all the small yet important
details and shares all the secrets, cautions,
positives, and negatives she has experienced
for each location. She even includes
specialty trips like the annual swarming of
the swallows, challenge paddles, and river
camping on the Connecticut River. There is
something for everyone in this book and you
will never outgrow it! There is easy paddling
and also challenges for every level of
paddler, and Lou grew up paddling Eastern CT
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so she knows
it better than guide authors who
day-trip from out of state. One of Lou's
greatest inspirations is to inspire others;
let her inspire you to expand beyond what you
think you can do to what you can actually
experience and accomplish while enjoying the
exhilarating feeling of fulfillment and
growth as you explore Eastern CT waters!
(NOTE: There is a typo on page 73; it should
read 528 acres, not 5)

The Ultimate Guide to Fishing Skills,
Tactics, and Techniques
Paddling Connecticut and Rhode Island gives a
good variety of paddles from those slow lazy
trips to more challenging outings. It
includes several coastal and open water
expeditions as well a wilderness type trips.

Windsor Locks Canal
Encyclopedia of Associations V1
National Org 43 Pt1
The Connecticut River from the Air is a
collection of extraordinary aerial images and
an adventure chronicled by historian Jerry
Roberts and photographed by Tom Walsh. The
book provides an intimate perspective,
exploring New England’s greatest river from
Long Island Sound, where its waters mingle
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salty brine of the Atlantic Ocean,
to its source 410 miles to the north, just
yards from the Canadian border. Amazing and
wonderful sights appear along the River that
can only be seen and appreciated from small,
low-flying aircraft. Beauty and wonder can be
found in historic canals and bridges as well
as twists and bends in the River, ship
wrecks, rock formations, and even sand
patterns on the River bottom. From naturally
formed ox-bows to cornfield mazes, hidden
valleys, quaint villages, industrial cities
and sweeping vistas, these Wonders of the
River are the true treasures of this amazing
waterway and its surrounding landscapes.

The Connecticut River Boating Guide
No Such Person
Recommends points of interest, inns, and
restaurants in the region

Atlantic Cruising Club's Guide to Long
Island Sound Marinas
Guide to the Connecticut Shore
Provides tips and information about many
aspects of fishing, including knots, tackle,
fishing boats, cooking, accessories, and
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fifteen personal fishing stories.
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